Shark-a-Phobia
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The term is alternatively used for Ailurophobia (or the fear of cats) since Galeos is derived
from galee which stands for polecats or weasel like animals. (Note that the fear of sharks is
also called Selachophobia.).Medical Definition of Fear of sharks. Fear of sharks: Excessive
and persistent fear of sharks is termed galeophobia. Sufferers from this phobia experience
anxiety even though they may be safe on a boat or in an aquarium or on a beach.The fear of
sharks, called Galeophobia or Selachophobia, is a serious problem for some people. This fears
keeps people from swimming in the ocean or going out on boats. While sharks are ocean
predators, they pose a very limited threat to humans.But where did our fear of sharks come
from, and how far back does it go? That and other shark-related inquiries below. (Check out
our Shark-a-Phobia has 11 ratings and 1 review. Angie said: The kids will love the photos and
the information. I'm not sure I like the set-up with little met.17 Nov - 2 min - Uploaded by
Animal Planet Shelly must come face to face with her fear of sharks. Fridays @ 10pm on
Animal Planet For.Fear of sharks is rooted in the brain, and can be understood by examining
what Ropeik called "two biological truths" about how the brain.It's quite reasonable to be
afraid of sharks. There's being scared and there's phobia. A phobia is bad. There are ways to
overcome phobias, se.Sharks can be scary creatures, from their terrifying teeth to their keen
smell for blood. Find out why you don't really need to be afraid in this book of colorf.And by
“fears” I mean “completely irrational phobia of sharks that has been known to keep me out of
lakes at times.” I know I'm not alone in.He possesses a fear of spiders. This fear represents a
common phobia that is known as arachnophobia. Aside from spiders, Timberlake also avoids
sharks and .Over the years, sharks have gotten a bad rap as bloodthirsty man-eaters. We
challenge you to take a second look at these magnificent creatures and to fight fear.More than
8 percent of the U.S. population has been diagnosed with some type of phobia, with the most
common being social phobias.Between and , there have only been 35 fatal shark attacks in the
waters around the United States. But the fear of sharks has become.We are all afraid of
something. As a stunt woman, the thing I get asked most often is: Do you get scared? Yes, I do
get scared. I am not fearless.Selachophobia, also known as galeophobia, is a persistent and
irrational fear of sharks. A specific phobia, it is related to ichthyophobia (fear of fish). People
with.After the film was released in , reports of water phobia, as well as shark phobia, increased
dramatically. In addition, if your parents are.Galeophobia – the excessive and persistent fear of
sharks – is one of the most widespread of all phobias. It kind of makes sense. First, there's.I
have an important announcement to make: I am afraid of pool sharks. The fear of pool sharks
is an irrational fear of sharks, as you may have.The film Jaws has shaped the way many of us
view sharks - but the at the seaside, and an earworm of two notes became a trigger for
fear.Fear of sharks may seem eminently reasonable - after all sharks are dangerous! But the
risk is generally very low and if your fear is keeping you out of the water.Back to: List of
phobias Selachophobia (from selachos, Greek for "cartilaginous fish") or galeophobia (from
galeos, Greek for "dogfish, small shark") is the fear of .
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